
PDA SERIES: ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING IN ACADEMIC LIBRARIES

Welcome Professional Development Alliance 
member libraries!

This PDA session will begin at 10:00 a.m. (Central) and 
run until 11:00 a.m.

Please mute your microphone. 

Near the end of the session, you will have an 
opportunity to ask questions via the chat box or by 
unmuting your microphone. 

This session will be recorded. PDF slides and the 
recording will be shared with attendees. 
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National Institute for Learning 
Outcomes Assessment (NILOA)

NILOA’s mission is to discover and disseminate effective use of 
assessment data to strengthen undergraduate education and 

support institutions in their assessment efforts.
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About Me
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Overview
Value and Purpose of Assessment

What is assessment?
What is assessment in the midst of COVID-19?

How academic libraries contribute to student learning
NILOA Survey Results (and will connect them to…)

⏣ Comprehensive Learner Record
⏣ High Impact Practices
⏣ Relationship between equity and assessment

Evidence-Based Storytelling
⏣ Excellence in Assessment (EIA) Designees

Student Employment in Academic Libraries
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WHY 
ASSESSMENT 
MATTERS
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Why are evidence-based stories important?
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Value

Institutions of higher education are increasingly 
asked to show the value of attending, i.e. 
impact in relation to cost; employment – what 
is the value of a degree and what does it 
represent in terms of learning?
Public and policy makers want assurance of 
the quality of higher education
Regional and specialized accreditors are 
asking institutions to show evidence of student 
learning and instances of use



WHAT DOES A
A DEGREE REPRESENT?

seat time?
Carnegie credit hours?
grade point averages?

required courses?
clinical hours?

All of these suggest what degrees 
represent in terms of numbers.

What do degrees represent 
in terms of learning?
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Institutions of higher education are increasingly 
asked to show the value of attending, i.e. 
impact in relation to cost; employment – what 
is the value of a degree and what does it 
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Public and policy makers want assurance of 
the quality of higher education
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ASSESSMENT IS…
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Coming to Terms
Assessment is…

Finding out whether my students are learning what I think I’m teaching (a faculty 
member at a long-ago workshop) 
A systematic process for understanding and improving student learning (Angelo, 1995)
An integral component of learning (Alverno College)
The systematic collection, review, and use of information about educational programs 
undertaken for the purpose of improving learning and development (Palumbo & 
Banta, 1999)
“…. any effort to gather, analyze and interpret evidence/data that describes institutional, 
divisional or departmental effectiveness” (adapted Upcraft & Schuh, 2001)
“ an ongoing process aimed at understanding and improving student learning” (AAHE, 
1995) 
Your additions?  How do you describe assessment? 

Assessment?
Research?
Headache?



Assessment Defined 
Assessment of student learning involves the systematic 
collection, review, and use of information about 
educational programs/courses/experience 
undertaken for the purpose of improving student 
learning and development.  

It does not mean testing or grading only
It is a discipline and scholarship 
It is not only done because someone said we had to



Assessment
Assessment is most commonly defined as the systematic 

process of collection, review, and use of information about 
educational programs, practices, experiences, courses, and 

the like undertaken for the purpose of improving student 
learning and development as well as for judging the 

effectiveness of programmatic offerings in supporting student 
attainment of learning outcomes. 
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Systems Approach

Nationally, we are seeing a movement 
towards a more systematic, and aligned 
approach to supporting students in their 
learning, in and out of class, as well as 

with student employment. 



Improvement and Accountability
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Learning Paradigm à Learning Systems Paradigm
Institution-Focused Learner-Centered

Learning assessed for a sample of students Learning demonstrated for every student

Normative approach Responsive approach

Summative Formative

Structured (seat time) Adaptive/flexible offerings

Implicit outcomes and connections Explicit outcomes and connections

Individual courses “our courses”

Silos/territories Integrated and collaborative

Learning occurring in the institution Learning happening everywhere
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Assessment as good questions about 
teaching and learning
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What do we want our students to know and be able to do?  
What opportunities do we provide for developing these abilities?  Are 
our courses “aligned”? 
How do we know if and how well students are achieving course and 
program goals?  What is the evidence?    
How do we use that evidence to strengthen teaching, course design, 
curriculum, and other aspects of the student experience?     
How can we work together on these questions, building a collaborative 
culture of evidence and improvement?   

Answer in chat: How do you consider your role as an academic 
librarian in the questions above?



“As a recovering academic, I have been 
startled to discover recently that students 
learn outside of class. Who knew? As a 
faculty member and teacher, I had always 
assumed that learning took place only in 
class. In fact, if I’m honest, I thought 
learning took place only in my class. And if 
I’m really honest, I thought that learning 
took place in my class only when I was 
speaking.” (p. 5)

Comments of George 
Mehaffy, at the 34th

Annual Conference on 
the First-Year 

Experience in 2015 
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Assessment 
Community 
Check-Ins

Return to Assessment Basics
This is not a test of online education. 
Remember: It’s not about learning 
online; it’s about learning in a global 
pandemic crisis. 

Compassion not compliance should 
drive decisions at this time. 
Listen to students and be flexible. 

Do not require a higher-level of proof in 
an online class then you would in face-
to-face. 
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This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_distancing
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Check-Ins 
(cont.)

Don’t start from a point of negativity in 
perceptions of students to create policy. A 
policy should not be about blocking 
cheating but enabling learning. 
Modify end of course/faculty evaluations 
and use them as a formative planning tool. 
Assessment of student learning is ongoing 
this semester, the reporting of those efforts 
is a lower priority that can be postponed or 
altered.
This is an opportunity to go beyond surface 
learning and into deeper learning.
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Transparency and COVID-19
Transparency can be a mechanism by which we 

make the value and worth of educational 
experiences clear to students, help them make 

decisions on how to navigate education, as well 
as determine where to put their attention during 

a global pandemic crisis. It’s also just smart 
educational practice. 
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Transparency in Learning: 
Transparency to Students

Who is aware of learning outcomes? When and in what ways?

Are students clear on why they are doing assignments or different 
tasks? How their learning connects across course or experiences or 

employment?

Can we measure students on things they weren’t aware they were 
being measured upon?

Do they know they learned something? And was it what we intended?
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HOW LIBRARIES CAN BE 
ACTIVE PARTNERS
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How libraries contribute 
to student learning
“Librarians routinely collaborate with classroom faculty 
to integrate information literacy assessment into 
course assignments…Examples of course-integrated 
information literacy assessments include the following: 
Anthropology. For an anthropology paper, students 
analyze their inclusion of multiple voices, perspectives, 
and viewpoints other than their own. 
Nursing. An instructor presents a public health problem 
to a nursing class. Each student team supports its 
solution to the problem. As part of their report, teams 
describe how they acquired and used information to 
solve the problem. (p. 11)”
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Assessment Today 
1. Most institutions have statements of 

student learning aligned throughout the 
institution.

2. Greater use of authentic measures of 
student learning (classroom 
assignments, rubrics, capstones)

3. Strong focus on more support for 
faculty

4. Communicating information about 
student learning remains a target of 
opportunity.

5. Equity is a driver of institutional 
assessment efforts.
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Extent of involvement in national, regional, and local learning initiatives

NILOA Survey Results



American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers 
(AACRAO) and NASPA: Association of Student Affairs Professionals

The 2017 grant will focus on the 
development and implementation 
of a single learner record across a 
broad number of American 
colleges and universities. The 
CSRs seek to capture, record, 
and communicate learning 
when and where it happens in 
a student’s higher education 
experience. This includes learning 
outcomes from courses, program 
and degrees, as well as experience 
they have outside the classroom 
that help develop their career 
ready skills and abilities.

https://www.aacrao.org/signature-
initiatives/comprehensive-learner-record

https://www.aacrao.org/signature-initiatives/comprehensive-learner-record








Extent of involvement in national, regional, and local learning initiatives

NILOA Survey Results



Mapping Tools NILOA Resource: 
Mapping Toolkit

http://www.learningoutcomeassessment
.org/NILOAReports.htm

http://www.learningoutcomeassessment.org/NILOAReports.htm


Equity and Assessment
What is needed is not to help learners conform to the 
ways of higher education, thus reinforcing inequities 
and expectations based on ideologies the students may 
ascribe to, but to empower students for success through 
intentional efforts to address inequality within our 
structures, create clear transparent pathways, and 
ensure that credits and credentials are awarded by 
demonstration of learning, in whatever form that may 
take. (p. 16)
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How can you work to ensure that students’ learning from a 
variety of places are acknowledged, validated and 

awarded?



“Assessment, if not done with equity in 
mind, privileges and validates certain 
types of learning and evidence of 
learning over others, can hinder the 
validation of multiple means of 
demonstration, and can reinforce within 
students the false notion that they do not 
belong in higher education.” 
(Montenegro & Jankowski, 2017)



Equity-minded assessment entails the 
following actions:

Check biases and ask reflective questions throughout the 
assessment process to address assumptions and positions of 
privilege.
Use multiple sources of evidence appropriate for the students 
being assessed and assessment effort.
Include student perspectives and take action based on 
perspectives.
Increase transparency in assessment results and actions taken.
Ensure collected data can be meaningfully disaggregated 
and interrogated.
Make evidence-based changes that address issues of equity that 
are context-specific.
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Student Affairs Assessment Leaders (SAAL) 
Statement
BLACK LIVES MATTER
Our country grieves the lives of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Tony McDade, and 
Ahmaud Arbery, as well as many, many more Black lives and minds lost to systemic, 
anti-Black violence. The pain and current response are rooted in 400 years of racialized 
violence. This violence is not new to our country nor to our institutions. Most of us work at 
campuses and live in neighborhoods that are rooted in systems of slavery, theft of 
indigenous lands, and/or exploitation of people of color. 
Assessment is not exempt from being complicit or contributing to 
oppression, biased interpretation, erasure of identities, or inviting only 
privileged perspectives for contributions. While we work as assessment 
professionals, we are human beings and still subject to the biases of our 
cultures. To serve our diverse students, colleagues, and institutions, we must work to 
eliminate these biases from our work and our lives. To this end, the Board of Student 
Affairs Assessment Leaders recommends actions for individual members and pledge 
actions that you, the members, can and should expect from us. 
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Here are action steps we can all continue or start to take as 
assessment leaders:

Educate yourself on critical assessment theory and practice and share with others.
Be active and engaged in forwarding anti-racist work in all the ways that you can. Equity 
and inclusion are not add-ons to our work, but should always be centered in what we do.
Develop an equity scorecard to highlight strengths and opportunities to advance equity.
Invite people with diverse perspectives to the table, especially when developing 
measures and learning outcomes.
Engage in methodological pluralism. One method of data collection fosters one way of 
telling a story.
When analyzing and interpreting data, pull together a diverse group of individuals to do 
so. If you are interpreting data regarding historically underrepresented students, engage 
with such students to facilitate the opportunity to inform and shape the narrative.
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Action Steps (cont.)

Disaggregate data to explore diverse lived experiences. Relying on averages masks 
the margins. In addition to data disaggregation, conduct within-group analysis rather 
than assuming homogeneity.
When interpreting data related to historically marginalized groups, work to avoid 
fostering stereotyping or taking a deficit-based approach. Include students in the 
interpretation to contextualize the data.
When conducting cross-group analysis and comparisons: 1) use approaches that do 
not require a large N, effectively silencing marginalized groups 2) do not compare 
historically marginalized students to white students without contextualizing their 
experiences.
Work with diverse groups to develop assessment questions so that questions are not 
chronically reflective of historically dominant perspectives.
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SAAL Reflection Questions
Engage in active self-reflection or reflexivity. 

How do your identities shape your approach to data collection and 
analysis? 
What voices are elevated? 
How is evidence determined to be valid? 
Who has a say in the credibility of evidence?

Ask yourself, “Am I willing to risk my power, privilege, position 
to be an ally to people of color?” Get to a place of yes.
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Answer in chat: How can academic librarians/libraries support SAAL’s (and 
other organizations) statement(s/)?



Extent of involvement in national, regional, and local learning initiatives

NILOA Survey Results



High-Impact Practices (HIPs)
Kuh & O’Donnell (2013), Ensuring Quality & Taking High-Impact Practices to Scale.

High expectations for 
performance

Extended investment of time 
and effort

Experiencing diversity

Frequent feedback

Public demonstration of 
competency

Faculty and peer interaction

Reflecting and integrating 
learning

Relevance of learning through 
real-world applications
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Extent of involvement in national, regional, and local learning initiatives

NILOA Survey Results



Assignments as Assessments
Faculty are working to create a curriculum that intentionally builds in 
integrated learning opportunities over time for students to apply and 

practice as well as transfer their knowledge and skills through 
assignments, in and out of courses. 

49

“We all have these things that we’re subconsciously 
looking for when we grade assignments…that we’re 

regularly disappointed with. And then you get to 
poking around in your assignments and realize that 

nowhere in there did you ever really ask them to 
demonstrate those things.”



Assessment Today 
1. Most institutions have statements of 

student learning aligned throughout the 
institution.

2. Greater use of authentic measures of 
student learning (classroom 
assignments, rubrics, capstones)

3. Strong focus on more support for 
faculty

4. Communicating information about 
student learning remains a target of 
opportunity.

5. Equity is a driver of institutional 
assessment efforts.
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Evidence-Based Storytelling
The story told by an assessment is thus 
ultimately a function of the 
dimensions of measurement that 
determine the possible directions the 
narrative might take. So accountability 
requires that we take responsibility for 
the story we commit ourselves to 
telling. We must make public the 
rationale for choosing that story as 
opposed to alternative narratives. This 
requires that we first deliberate with 
our colleagues and stakeholders about 
the goals we set, the missions of our 
schools, and the elaborated 
conceptions of our purposes. 

The current quest for 
accountability creates a 
precious opportunity for 
educators to tell the full 
range of stories about 
learning and teaching. 
Counting and recounting 
can only be pursued 
together. Counting without 
narrative is meaningless. 
Narrative without counting 
is suspicious. 

Lee S. Shulman (2007) Counting and Recounting: Assessment and the Quest for 
Accountability, Change: The Magazine of Higher Learning, 39:1, 20-25,DOI: 10.3200/CHNG.39.1.20-
25

https://doi.org/10.3200/CHNG.39.1.20-25


Evidence-Based 
Storytelling

Evidence of student 
learning is used in support 
of claims or arguments  
about improvement and 
accountability told 
through stories to 
persuade a specific 
audience. 

Need to tell our story and 
help students tell theirs.



What do we want to 
know about 
students?

What argument do you 
want to make about your 
students’ learning?

What type of evidence 
would be necessary to 
make the argument?



Causal Statements
The ability to make causal 
claims about our impact on 
students and their learning

Institutional structures and 
support + student = 
enhanced learning

Difficulty of Causal Statements

Mobility of students
Untracked changes
Changes in courses add up to 
program level change
Lack of clarity on what even counts as 
a program
Life
Levels at which use occurs
Longer than a year cycle
Loosely coupled relationships



Opportunity: Review of senior capstone projects that graduating students are struggling 
with proper references to support their work (or their evidence base is not matching the 
disciplinary standard and information literacy is lacking.

Assumption: If students hear about information literacy more often 
and are asked to practice it more through class assignments, they 
will be better prepared

Curricular changes:
⏣ Provide students with more opportunities to engage in locating discipline-specific 

references
⏣ Cover the topic frequently in multiple classes
⏣ Provide assignments and feedback regularly in various settings

Partnering with library to provide supplemental support
Explore connections between gen ed and major related to information 
literacy to reinforce and bridge gen ed and discipline-specific approaches 
to locating valid and reliable resources
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Jankowski & Marshall, Degrees That Matter, 2017, p. 42



One does not simply explore evidence 
alone…



Communicating Learning Outcome 
Improvement
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As learning organizations, 
should colleges and 
universities share their 
improvement stories?

Outcomes data 
suggested our students 
were not making gains 

on XYZ, so we took 
action!  Enhancements 

to the first-year 
seminar, advising, and 

writing assignments 
have made a 

difference. 



http://learningoutcomesassessment.org/TransparencyFramework.htm

EIA Designation:
1. Effectively communicating a coherent 

narrative of institution-level 
assessment of student learning

2. Communicates work to various 
audiences by connecting multiple 
points of evidence

http://learningoutcomesassessment.org/TransparencyFramework.htm
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Co-sponsors:  VSA Analytics, the National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA), and 
the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U). VSA is a joint initiative of 
the American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) and the Association of Public & 
Land-grant Universities (APLU).

http://www.learningoutcomesassessment.org/index.html
https://www.aacu.org/
http://www.aascu.org/
http://www.aplu.org/
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Co-sponsors:  Voluntary System of Accountability (VSA), the National Institute for Learning Outcomes 
Assessment (NILOA), and the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U). VSA is a joint 
initiative of the American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) and the Association of 
Public & Land-grant Universities (APLU).

http://www.voluntarysystem.org/
http://www.learningoutcomesassessment.org/index.html
https://www.aacu.org/
http://www.aascu.org/
http://www.aplu.org/




Co-sponsors:  Voluntary System of Accountability (VSA), the National Institute for Learning Outcomes 
Assessment (NILOA), and the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U). VSA is a joint 
initiative of the American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) and the Association of 
Public & Land-grant Universities (APLU).
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Connecting the library 
and student learning
1. Students benefit from library instruction in 

their initial coursework;
2. Library use increases student success; 
3. Collaborative academic programs and 

services involving the library enhance 
student learning;

4. Information literacy instruction strengthens 
general education outcomes; and

5. Library research consultations boost 
student learning.
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Student Employment in Academic Libraries
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Student Employment as a HIP
Two conversations a semester: 

1. How is this job fitting in with your academics?
2. What are you earing here at work that is helping you in school?
3. What are you learning in class that you can apply here at work?
4. Can you give me a couple of examples of things you are learning here at work you 
might use in your chosen procession 



What are Student Learning 
Outcomes

“Goals that describe the 
knowledge, skills, attitudes & 
habits of mind that students take 
with them from a learning 
experience.”

(Suskie, 2009)



In other words……
What should students know or 
be able to do as a result of the 
program and service we provide

SLO’s examine skills that students 
develop through their 
experiences

(adapted from Campus Labs)



Focusing on Student 
Learning



Characteristics of Good Student Learning 
Outcomes

Ø Aligns with departmental, divisional 
and institutional goals

Ø Describes knowledge, skills, or 
attitudes 

Ø Learning Centered
Ø Describes a single behavior that is

Ø Meaningful
Ø Specific
Ø Measurable
Ø Realistic
Ø Relevant



Writing Learning 
Outcomes

WHO Will do WHAT To BE ABLE TO As Demonstrated 
By

First Year
Students

Attend orientation
Identify 3 resources 

on campus they 
might use…

Completing a survey 
at the end of the 

program

Peer Health 
Educators

Participate in a 
training session

Define 3 strategies to 
improve personal 

health

Developing a 
presentation outline

Resident
Advisors

Complete a 
workshop 

Demonstrate 
effective conflict 

resolution strategies

Evaluation during 
mock roommate 

conflict simulations



Student Employment
Student Employment
Minimum Definition of Practice
Student Employment is the practice of providing financial support 
through Federal Work-Study (FWS), institutional funds, or 
departmental funds to students enrolled in an undergraduate 
program in exchange for their contribution to the academic 
department, support unit, or community organization in which 
they are employed. Student employees work toward meaningful 
learning outcomes through the fulfillment of job responsibilities. 
These outcomes may include intellectual growth, development of 
the NACE competencies, or receipt of technical training, among 
other mutually agreed-upon goals (adapted from NASPA).



Job Descriptions as Learning Outcomes 

https://www.wssu.edu/student-life/career-development-services/student-employment/work-study-employers/job-description-
bank/index.html

https://www.wssu.edu/student-life/career-development-services/student-employment/work-study-employers/job-description-bank/index.html


Common Library Job 
Descriptions
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Share any learning outcomes your institution may have in the chat box!



What’s Next
Find your job descriptions.
Think about what you want students to know and to do.
Start writing learning outcomes.
Share with students to see if they have feedback.
Share with others and get their feedback.

Think about a charrette process.
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Student Employment 
Efforts 



Open Access Articles

https://www.rpajournal.com/dev/wp-
content/uploads/2013/11/A3.pdf

https://www.nsea.info/assets/Journal/Journal
%20of%20Student%20Employment%202016.p
df

https://www.rpajournal.com/dev/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/A3.pdf
https://www.nsea.info/assets/Journal/Journal%20of%20Student%20Employment%202016.pdf




https://www.naspa.org/files/dmfile/NASPA_EmploymentStudentSuccess_FINAL_April1_L
OWRES_REVISED.pdf

https://www.naspa.org/files/dmfile/NASPA_EmploymentStudentSuccess_FINAL_April1_LOWRES_REVISED.pdf


https://www.naspa.org/files/dmfile/NASPA_EmploymentStudentSuccess_Rubric_C
ompressed.pdf

https://www.naspa.org/files/dmfile/NASPA_EmploymentStudentSuccess_Rubric_Compressed.pdf


FINAL TAKEAWAYS
Or is it just the beginning??
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Questions
Email us: niloa@education.illinois.edu

National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
51 Gerty Drive, Suite 196 CRC, MC-672
Champaign, IL 61820

Assignment Library: www.assignmentlibrary.org
Degree Qualifications Profile: www.degreeprofile.org
NILOA Website: www.learningoutcomesassessment.org
Join Our Email List: goo.gl/DDU56q
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@NILOA_web @LearningOutcomesAssessment

mailto:niloa@education.illinois.edu
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http://www.learningoutcomesassessment.org/
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